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About This Game

In this story you'll witness the mystery of the distant future being Adam Waste.
This is not about the spooky horror or even not about the starving survival. This is about you after many thousands of years.

Will you feel loneliness or will you be frightened? All that matters is who you loved yesterday is gonna bring to you the
hardest nightmare tonight.

Don't expect there to be the nice surface but prepare to dive into abyss and fluctuate between things your only going to
understand in the future, one by one.

Features

Linear game scenario

Third person shooter
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Solve puzzles to unlock obstacles

Stealth

Underwater diving

This game is still unofficial beta.
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Title: Adam Waste
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Blackturn Ltd
Publisher:
Blackturn Ltd
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800

Sound Card: Integrated audio

English,Russian
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Gawsh this game is bad. The gfx are uninspired, and lack in contrast; the sounds are just a few sfx samples mashed together
with bad bg music sometimes, the controls suck, the story seems uninspired (though I didn't get very far before I was turned off
too badly)...

This is a perfect example of how NOT to make a game. Don't buy. Don't take it even if it was free.. The game in it's current
form is not good.
It has so many downsides : no music adjustments, bad aim controls, bugged face animations, touch polygons to press E to
activae stuff, Immortal mutants and generic story elements.
 It's kinda like doing a lot of things bad (shoot, sneak, beat'em, "puzzle", story) instead of a single thing good..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665mate it baddddd
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